One mistaken clue sets a spy saga in motion

Mayfield case | A report reveals the secret steps agents took to trail a terrorist suspect, and the flaks that led them to the wrong man

By MARK LALIBRE and ANHOLR. S. GREEN

AP wire

A newly declassified report into the FBI’s investigation of Brandon Mayfield, an Oregon lawyer, tips off to the secret tactics investigators used, the intelligence sources that failed and their disinformation.

In its 272 pages, the report by the Justice Department’s inspector general reveals that investigators initially urged that Mayfield—who was wrongly linked to radar images and other clues sets a spy on Mayfield and possibly recruit him as a covert asset. But media leaks in Europe forced their hand.

“Mayfield had been a current, the FBI thought he could now had seen our national security implications,” one report says. An FBI agent was even advised by the bureau’s train. Spanish po-

And the report makes clear that the leaks in Europe forced their hand. “It happens even faster now, as rising temperatures accelerate change in the re-

The seven legs of Mount Hood’s 13 glaciers have already shrunk an average of 30 percent since the beginning of the last century, according to calculations by Keith Jackson, a Portland State University graduate student who is part of a glacier research team funded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

It happens even faster now, as rising temperatures accelerate change in the region. Scientists in the University of Washing-
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our warmer world | The debate over what to do about global warming remains divisive and politically charged. But few scientists dispute we live on a planet where average temperatures are higher than they have been in 650 years ago and will continue to climb. In the Pacific Northwest — a place defined by glacier-dammed rivers and ever the effects are now seen and measurable. Today, we start an occasional series examining how higher temperatures exert fundamental change on the Northwest’s natural world — and our lives.
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